A line of smooth ceilings with design flexibility

THE SYMPHONY CEILING COLLECTION

**FLEXIBLE COMBINATIONS**
Combine Symphony, Adagio and Tufcore products for targeted acoustics within the same space

**SUPERIOR DURABILITY**
Enjoy flawless results and fewer callbacks with strong, scratch resistant tile

**OUTSTANDING CLEANABILITY**
No need to replace smudged tile – easily cleans up to factory finish

**SUPERIOR VALUE**
The complete range of durable, cleanable options makes CertainTeed the smart choice for any smooth ceiling application
FOR ALL YOUR SMOOTH ACOUSTIC CEILING NEEDS, CHOOSE CERTAINTEED.

A complete line of ultra-durable acoustic solutions with consistent look and CertainTeed workability.

SYMPHONY SOLUTIONS FEATURES

- **Flexible combinations** – uniform visual across the collection
- **Puncture and scratch resistance** for less waste during installation
- **Washable surface** – chemically cleanable to 1,000+ washes
- **Zero particle emissions** – some suited to clean room environments
- Part of the smooth texture family – can be used with Adagio and Tufcore
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**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Superior sound absorption (NRC 0.90-1.00) and optional CAC enhancing foil backing (CAC 24-25)
- High light reflectance enhances conventional lighting, which can reduce fatigue and eye strain
- Certified clean room component to ISO Class 4 (highest among comparable products)

**APPLICATIONS**
- Open Plan Areas
- Waiting Rooms
- Libraries
- Nurses’ Stations
- Computer Rooms
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**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Gypsum core with reinforced mat face
- High CAC blocks unwanted sound transfer between adjoining spaces

**APPLICATIONS**
- Auditoriums
- Closed Plan Areas
- Offices (with other Symphony products)
- Healthcare (with other Symphony products)
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**APPLICATIONS**
- Private Offices
- Conference Rooms
- Libraries
- Classrooms
- Doctors’ Offices
- Patient Rooms
- Exam / Treatment Rooms

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Excellent sound absorption (up to NRC 0.75) and noise blocking (CAC 33-41)
- Exceeds FGI guidelines for cleanability and acoustic performance
- Compliant with LEED® for Schools classroom acoustic prerequisite
- Cuts clean
- Certified clean room component to ISO Class 4 (highest among comparable products)

**IDEAL FOR:**
- Patient Rooms
- Emergency Rooms
- Treatment Rooms
- Kitchen/Food Prep Areas
- Semi-Restricted Surgical Areas

LEARN MORE ABOUT SYMPHONY SOLUTIONS AT CERTAINTEED.COM/TARGETEDACOUSTICS

certainteed.com/ceilings  800-233-8990
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